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FOREWORD
The Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program was developed by McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company - East under Contract NAS 9-12989 for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston,
Texas. The contract involved a study to derive basic weight estimation relation-
ships for those elements of the Space Shuttle vehicle which contribute a signifi-
cant portion of the inert weight. These relationships measure the pacing parameters
of load, geometry, material, and environment. The weight estimation relationships
are then combined into the Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program.




This volume contains the Program User's Manual, which provides the user
verbal description of the processes simulated, data input procedures, output data,
and values present in the program.
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1. ESPER INPUT DATA SETUP
The input data required to run ESPER is in NAMELIST form. With NAMELIST
input, the user can input numeric data without FORTRAN statements. Each input
record specifies exactly which variable is being input, rather than requiring the
input data to interface with an internal input list. This form of inputting data
not only enables the user to make changes to the data file with a minimum effort, but
it also provides the ability to input information without knowing in advance which
items are going to be processed. The NAMELIST block name (x) is a single variable
name that refers to a specific list of variables or array names into which (or
from which) the data is transferred. The form of the NAMELIST statement is:
NAMELIST/x/V1,V2,V3 VM
where
x = the name of the NAMELIST block,
V. = the scalars or array names that are to be inputted.
To make the mundane task of inputting data into ESPER more palettable and less
cumbersome for the user, the data file required by ESPER has been broken down into
FIVE distinct blocks. These blocks of data are a logical attempt to group the data
functionally to the various models in the program. A description of these data
blocks follows:
1. NAMELIST/PERF/ - This block contains the PERFORMANCE oriented parameters
(T/W's, thrust's etc.)
2. NAMELIST/ORB/ - This block contains the ORBITER oriented parameters
(OAMS eng wt., FTU's, ..., etc.)
3. NAMELIST/OAERO/ - This block contains the ORBITER AERO-SURFACE parameters
(ASPECT RATIO, AREAS, .... etc.)
4. NAMELIST/SRM/ - This block contains the SRM oriented parameters (DIAMETER,
DENSITIES, ..., etc.)
5. NAMELIST/EXT/ - This block contains the EXTERNAL-TANK oriented parameters
(HYDROGEN BIAS, CONE ANGLE etc.)
A description of a typical set of data follows:
1. b PERF
The first card specifies the beginning of the PERFORMANCE data. The first
column in this card and all remaining cards must be left blank.
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2. b PROPBG = 1000000., PROPOG = 500000., BCANT =8.5
This line is representative of the data included in the PERFORMANCE data
block.
3. b END
This card signifies the end of the PERFORMANCE data block.
4. b ORB
This card signifies the beginning of the ORBITER data block.
5. b AOI = 15., HTV = 100., LTV = 155., TMIN = .035
This line is representative of the data included in the ORBITER data
block.
6. b END
This card signifies the end of the ORBITER data block.
7. b OAERO
This card signifies the beginning of the ORBITER AERO-SURFACE data block.
8. b AR (1) = 2.19, SG(1) - 3200., LAMB(l) = .21
This line is representative of the data included in the ORBITER AERO-
SURFACE data block.
9. b END
This card signifies the end of the ORBITER AERO-SURFACE data block.
10. b SRM
This card signifies the beginning of the SRM data block.
11. b RHOP = .065, DIA = 162., MIAX = 78., MAAX = 78.
This line is representative of the data included in the SRM data block.
12. b END
This card signifies the end of the SRM data block.
13. b EXT
This card signifies the beginning of the EXTERNAL-TANK data block.
14. b DI = 0.0, LI = 1000., LD = 4.98235, NR = 25
This line is representative of the data included in the EXTERNAL TANK
data block.
15. b END
This card signifies the end of the EXTERNAL TANK data block.
Additional cases may be run by repeating each block name with the changed
data. At least one piece of data must appear with each block name. A sample input
file is shown on the following page.
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2. ESPER INPUT VARIABLES
Following is a complete listing of all the input parameters, together with
their reference sources and their symbols for the ESPER program. These reference
sources are an interface of ESPER with the Design Data Summary and the Group Weight
Statements listed in the appendix. A page, column, line description is used as
follows:
DDS 01, 2, 39
where
1. DDS = Design Data Summary
GWS = Group Weight Summary
FLUID INV = Fluid Inventory Table of Weight Report
2. 01 = Orbiter page no. 1
Bl = Booster page no. 1
ET1 = External tank page no. 1
3. 2 = Column no. or sequence of data entry on line
4. 39 = line number
Proper use of these terms will assure consistency when using and/or generating data.
2-1
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Booster Usable Propellent Weight
Initial Guess (1000000 Ibs)
Orbiter Usable Propellant Weight
Initial Guess (500000 Ibs)
Yaw Angle, Booster to Vehicle
Centerline
Yaw Angle, Outboard Engine to
Orbiter Centerline
Pitch Angle, Composite Thrust Vector
@ Launch to Orbiter Centerline
Number of Engines, Booster
Number of Engines, Orbiter
Thrust of Booster per Engine @ sea
level
Thrust of Orbiter per Engine @ sea
level
Thrust of Orbiter
 per Engine, vacuum
Throttle Factor
(calculate using BBT)
Counter to Determine Thrust
1.0-Fix T/W and float THRUST
0.0-Fix THRUST and float T/W
Counter to run Fixed Hardware
(payload flots)
1.0-Fixed Hardware
0.0-Option Specified by User
Specific Impulse Booster, sea level
Specific Impulse Booster, vacuum
Specific Impulse Orbiter, sea level
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Ascent Ballistic Drag Coefficient
Booster T/W at sea level
Launch Site Altitude
Drag Losses
(obtained from fixed hardware run)
Angle of Inclination, launch
Staging Velocity (see REL)




% of Total Velocity required for
Flight Performance Reserves
Velocity Correlation Factor
(obtained from fixed hardware run)
Counter to use unknown baseline to
solve for DVCORR and DVCNST
1.0- Velocity Correlation Const.
Solution
0.0-Option Specified by User
Total Velocity losses used by the




QMS Propulsion Delta V for tank
sizing
QMS Propulsion Delta V for
propellant
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INPUT DATA SHEET (Cont.)
Input Definition
Counter to solve for Fixed Hardware
Sensitivities
1.0-Fixed Hardware sensitivitie;
0.0-Option specified by user
Counter for Detailed Print Out
1.0-Detail Print Out
0.0-Short Print Out
Counter for Vehicle Growth
0.0-Option Specified by user
1.0-Booster Growth
2.0-Orbiter Growth
3.0-Booster & Orbiter Growth





Two plus the number of
one per-cent Growth/Uncertainty
Increments to be added
SRM Dry Weight
Orbiter Lift Off Weight less QMS
Propellant less Payload
External Tank Inert Weight
External Tank Dry Weight
External Tank Residual Propellant Wt
Counter for running Minimum Glow
1 . 0-Minimum Glow
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Angle of Intersection Composite
Thrust Vector and Centerline of Tank
Height Composite Thrust Vector
above Aft Interstage Attach Point
Length of Intersection between
Composite Thrust Vector Gimbal and
Aft Interstage Attach Point
Height of Orbiter Lift Off CG
above Aft Interstage Attach
Length of Orbiter Lift Off CG
forward of Aft Interstage Attach
Length between forward and aft
Interface Attach
Axial Limit Load Factor on Orbiter
at critical condition
Vertical limit load factor on
Orbiter at critical condition
Factor of Safety
Average Height of Center Fuselage
Average Height of Cargo Door Sill
above Fuselage Bottom
Length forward Interstage Attach
and forward Cargo Compt Bulkhead
Unit weight of forward fuselage
shell (calculate outside program)
Wetted Area Forward Fuselage
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Limit Pressure, Crew Compt.
IMax Dynamic Pressure, Orbiter
a
[Area of NLG Doors
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INPUT DATA SHEET (Cont.)
Input Definition
Density Material, frames
Number of Payload Attach Points
Windshield Area
Forward Fuselage Misc. Weight
Number of Cargo Door Hinges
Center Section Misc. Weight
Area Cargo Door
Artificial Allowable, frames
Wetted Area Aft Fuselage
Artifical Allowable Gimbal Plan
Bulkhead .
Shear Allowable, Gimbal Bulkhead
Dynamic Factor, Ascent Engines
Modulus of Elasticity, thrust struct
Density Material, thrust structure
Density Material, gimbal bulkhead
Aft Section Misc Weight
(THERMO)
Nose Cap TPS Unit Weight
Nose Cap Area
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Fwd Crew Compt Area
Center Top TPS Unit Weight
Center Top Area
Center Side TPS unit Weight
Center Side Area
Center Bottom TPS Unit Weight
Center Bottom Area
Aft Top TPS Unit Weight
Aft Top Area
Aft Side TPS Unit Weight
Aft Side Area
Aft Bottom TPS Unit Weight
Aft Bottom Area
Base TPS Unit Weight
Base Area
TPS Constant Weight
Wing TPS Unit Weight
Leading Edge % Wing Wetted Area
Wing Leading Edge TPS Unit Weight
Tail TPS Unit Weight
Leading Edge % Tail Wetted Area
Tail Leading Edge TPS Unit Weight
Misc Control Surface TPS Unit Weight
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Internal Body TPS Area
Internal Body TPS Unit Weight
Internal Body TPS Constant
Landing Docking Compt. TPS Area
Landing Docking Compt TPS Unit
Weight
Propulsion Compt TPS Area
Propulsion Compt TPS Unit Area
Propulsion Compt TPS Constant
Prime Power TPS Weight
Hydraulic TPS Weight
Surface Control Compt TPS Unit
Weight
Surface Control Compt Area
Initial Baseline Vehicle Projected
Area
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Height from top of H2 Tank to
Engine Interface
Height from top of 02 Tank to
Engine Interface
Hydrogen Tank Ullage Pressure
Oxygen Tank Ullage Pressure
Ultimate Strength of Duct Material
Density of Duct Material
Minimum Gage Indicator
0.0-None




Hydrogen combined flow-length of
ducts
Oxidizer combined flow-length of
ducts
Hydrogen engine hook-up-
(ave/eng) .length of ducts
Oxygen engine hook-up-
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Ullage Pressure in Fuel Tank





Pressurization Tank Material Density
Pressurization Tank Material
Allowable
Input QMS Module Weight
Input QMS Engine Weight
Input QMS System Weight
(ACS SYSTEM)
Input ACS Propellant Weight
Ullage Pressure, ACS tank
Input ACS System Weight
Input ACS Engine Weight
Input ACS Module Weight
Density of the ACS Propellant
(LANDING & DOCKING SYSTEM)
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Extended Strut Length of Main Gear
Length from Ground Length to
Trunion of Main Gear
Landing Break Coefficient
Landing Parachute Diameter
Auxiliary Sys. Deceleration System
Auxiliary Sys. Separation System
Landing Gear Miscellaneous Constant
Weight
(MISC & SUBSYSTEMS)
Misc Orbiter Subsystem Weight
Percent Orbiter Growth Uncertainty
Orbiter Total Crew Weight
Optional Fixed Dry Weight
GT.O.O-Floating Growth
Uncertainty keeping total
dry weight equal to number
inputted.
O.O-Ginowth Uncertainty
calculated as % of inert wt
Orbiter Residual Propellant Weight
Orbiter Reserve Propellant Weight
Payload delivered to Orbit
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Air-Breathing Propul. System Wt.
Counter for Fixed Weight Orbiter
1.0-Fixed Weight Orbiter
0.0-User Specified Option
Counter for Fixed Weight Orbiter
and External Tank
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Aero Ref. Gross Wing Area
Planform Taper Ratio
Thickness Ratio at Root
Thickness Ratio at Tip
Span of Carrythrough
Sweepback Angle @ 50% Chord
Ultimate Vertical Load Factor




Area of Torque Box/Area Exposed
Shell Material Intercept
Density Material, torque box
Artificial Allowable Covers























DDS 01540 ( )
DDS 01240 '
DDS 01241 ( )
DDS 01240
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Design Temperature, torque box
Unit Wing Weight
Unit Rib Weight
Maximum Thickness of Material
Unit Weight of Leading Edge
Area of Leading Edge
Control Surface HL Fraction of Chord
Control Surface Fraction of Exposed
Span
Leading Edge Fraction of Chord
Modulus of Elasticity of Torque
Box Material
Concentrated Weight Input (2)
Concentrated Weight Input (2)
Concentrated Moment Input
Location of Concentrated Weight
Input (1) to Orbiter Centerline
Location of Concentrated Weight
Input (2) to Orbiter Centerline
Location of Concentrated Moment
Input to Orbiter Centerline
Unit Pressure on Eleven
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Counter for Calculating Wing Area




Area of Main Landing Gear Door
(TAIL)
Aspect Ratio
Aero Ref. Gross Tail Area
Planform Taper Ratio
Thickness Ratio at Root
Thickness Ratio at Tip
Span of Carrythrough
Sweepback Angle @ 50% Chord
Ultimate Vertical Load Factor
Equivalent Normal Pressure
Horizontal Tail Load
Torque Box Fraction of Chord


























DOS 02119 ( )
DOS 02116
DOS 02121 ( )
DOS 02116
DOS 02123 ( )
DOS 02119
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Temperature @ Design Load
Unit Tail Weight
Unit Rib Weight
Maximum Thickness of Material
Unit Weight of Leading Edge
Area of Leading Edge
Leading EDGE Fraction of Chord
Modulus of Elasticity of Torque
Box Material
Concentrated Weight Input (1)
Concentrated Weight Input (2)
Concentrated Moment Input
Location of Concentrated Weight
Input (1) to Orbiter Centerline
Location of Concentrated Weight
Input (2) to Orbiter Centerline
Location of Concentrated Weight
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Rudder Fraction of Chord
Unit Weight Rudder Shell
Rudder Unit Loading/1000
Counter for Calculating Tail Area




Length V Tail C/4 to wing C/4
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Initial Guess at Tank Diameter
Initial Guess at Tank Length





Initial Guess at Fuel Tank Length
Mixture Ratio, Oxidizer/Fuel
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Percent Fuel Ullage (1+Dec %)
Optional Fixed Fuel Bias
Factor of Safety
Lift Off Vertical Load Factor





Nose Cap TPS Unit Weight
Upper Cone TPS Unit Weight
Lower Cone TPS Unit Weight
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Interstage TPS Unit Weight
Aft Dome TPS Unit Weight
Optional Fixed Dry Weight
GT.O.O-Floating Growth
Uncertainty keeping total
dry weight equal to number
inputted.
0.0-Growth Uncertainty






Counter for LOX Tank
1.0-Aft
0.0-Forward
Ratio of Blkhd Height to Blkhd
Hemispherical Radius-HR/R
Orbiter Interstage Reaction Loads
from Orbiter Module
Orbiter Interstage Reaction
Loads from Orbiter Module
Orbiter Interstage Reaction Loads
from Orbiter Module
Simplified Tank Equation Counter
1.0-Simplified Equation
0.0-Detail Equation
External Tank Inert Weight
External Tank Dry Weight
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Minor Axis of Elliposidal Dome
Major Axis of Elliposidal Dome







Number of Segment Points






Average Operating Chamber Pressure
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Velocity @ Retro Rocket Ignition
Velocity @ Water Impact
Average Angle of Orbiter Engines
with X axis in X-Z plane
Distance from edge of Aft Skirt
End to Orbiter Thrust Line
Percent Uncertainty





calculated as a % * Weight
Average Specific Impulse of
Retro Rocket Propellant
Counter for Joint Type
1.0-Neither end inhibited
0.0-One end inhibited
Basic SRM Weight Constant
SRM Adapter Weight Constant
SRM Recovery Weight Constant
Counter to run Fixed Booster
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3. .ESPER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND OPTIONS
This section describes the method of exercising the various options of the
ESPER program.
3.0.1 ESPER Program - The ESPER program is a multi option sizing/synthesis
program geared to the Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) booster, in parallel with an external
hydrogen/oxygen tank Orbiter for either the easterly (28-1/2-degree inclination),
polar (90-degree inclination), or resupply (55 degree inclination) missions.
The program has two primary options:
(a) fixed hardware
(b) iterative vehicle sizing
The fixed hardware option determines the payload capability of a given con-
figuration. This allows the user to determine the effect on performance of
configuration and/or criteria changes, either real or proposed.
The iterative vehicle sizing option physically sizes the vehicles for a given
payload. It determines the size of the SRM and its propellant load and the size of
the external tank and its corresponding propellant load. The iterative procedure will
size the vehicle to the sizing criteria of a fixed-staging velocity or it will size the
vehicle to a minimum Gross Lift Off Weight (GLOW). The minimimum GLOW option is
provided as it.is generally associated with a minimum cost operation.
In turn, either of the sizing requirements can be run with a fixed-thrust
option in which both the booster and Orbiter thrust are set at given values and
the propellant requirements are determined,or the Orbiter thrust can be fixed and
the first stage thrust to weight ratio input. The fixed-thrust-to-weight option
determines booster engine size plus the propellant requirements.
Each of the vehicles has several modes of analysis available. The Orbiter,
external tank, and booster weight can be determined by th2 detail analysis, by
detail analysis while maintaining a user input dry weight, or by no analysis, by
simply utilizing an input weight to represent the vehicle. In addition, the
external tank and the booster are represented by simplified equations in which the
parameter of interest is curve-fit to determine the vehicle weight.
In addition to printing out the performance parameter, the option is available
to print out the detail subsystems weights of each vehicle, providing a line-item
comparison with the current Shuttle vehicle. The other option would be a simplified
printout, containing only the vehicle dry or burnout weight as listed in the
performance parameter.
Two performance subroutines are tied into the ESPER program to allow the user
to determine growth characteristics or vehicle sensitivities.
3-1
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Figure 3-1 presents a simplified flow chart of the ESPER program. The analy-
tical program consists of three vehicle modules, two functional modules and three
performance subroutines.

















3.1 Option 1 - Fixed Hardware - This option determines the payload capability
for a given configuration and physical characteristics through the use of the rocket
equation (AV = gISP In (MASS FRACTION)). In this option, the configuration weights
and propellant loadings, as well as the ascent engine characteristics, are input
into ESPER. To complete the analysis, the configuration velocity losses
(AV = AV + AV + AvrneeT7c) are determined from an empirical relationshipCUWrltj OKJ3 £>KM LOIjoiio
derived from parametric-ascent trajectory shaping studies. These velocity losses
were curve fit for ease of interpolation when running ESPER. When the configura-
tion velocity correlation constants needed for the interpolation routine (DVCORR
and DVCNST) are known, the velocity losses are calculated by ESPER. This option
gives the user an invaluable tool by which the user can measure the impact on
payload due to changes to a FIXED HARDWARE DESIGN. (For example, what is the
change to the deliverable payload due to a 1-sec increase in orbiter ascent ISP.)
An example data file is given as follows:
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. COO erANTP*17.0jN/8EN/GRp?.0*N.'8FNG8«3.0.THBSL»39 17000*
4.000 TM0V!»fc70COQ<jTWflSLial5nQQ«^Jf.a*Jlfti8_.. .
«i. 000 FTXHRD«l .O*I f iPBs«?40.9* TSPBVi?73.P* lSP8BS"3B9.5
6 . Onn I SP8BV«4!51 ig »SCD«**O« jM*0-.Oj
7.000
8. Don RcL«i.n.RR8Uif4<.-a-»anT.Ri Lpl
9.000 BnRYWT»4*37ao.* f tMs lS< 3 «3 l0 .7 jBhSDVP»950« jMR«6 f 0
lo.onn SrNS«o.o.L9N!Gp«o.o
11.000
In this data file, it is important to note the following
1. PROPGB is the actual SRM usable propellant weight.
2. PROPOG is the actual Orbiter usable propellant weight burned in the
2nd stage.
3. FIXHRD must be equal to 1.0.
4. MATCH must be equal to 0;0.
5. LONGP must be equal to 0.0.
Generally, however, these velocity correlation constants (DVCORR and DVCNST) are
not known, but the staging velocity and the total losses are usually readily
available. A matching routine, based on a simplified newtonian iteration technique,
is provided in the FIXED HARDWARE OPTION that will internally modify the existing
velocity loss curve fits. This routine solves for the correct DVCORR and DVCNST
that will satisfy the total losses and staging velocity constraints. Since DVCORR
and DVCNST are required input parameters, this solution serves a dual purpose for
the user, it not only allows ESPER to compute the velocity losses, but it also
opens the door to the other options offered by ESPER. An example data file
utilizing this matching routine is as follows:
. - . .
GOO 9r.ANTP«l7.0*NftENGR»p. OjN8PMGB«3.n.THBSL«39l70r>0«
5.000 FrXHRD.1.0* ISPBS.P40.9' TSPBV«?73.?j ISP6BS»3B9.5
6.000 T<;P83V«451 i2.SCD»«40.*H«o.O<DVCRQR«6oO»
7.000 lMC«28.R.DVCnisl«.0' j?5i 'DVCNRT«34?71 A6i
«.000 RFLal«OjBB8WT«ftAa7*0**84-L»tft*-t**JUa«^DBYWT« 73260.
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This data file is exactly the same as the previous one with the following exceptions:
1. MATCH must now equal 1.0.
2. TLSSR and STAGV must be added. Where
A. TLSSR is the total velocity losses, and
B. STAGV is the relative staging velocity.
3. UUC0RR and DVCNST are required inputs, but merely serve as initial guesses
to start the iteration.
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3.1.2 Option 2 - Qrbiter - This option contains the analytical and empirical
weight estimation relationships necessary to completely define the Orbiter. These
relationships are combined into separate models, each model fully describing a weight
group from the NASA functional coding. The NASA weight report and design data, coupled
with a three-view drawing of the Orbiter, supplies all the inputs necessary to analyze
the configuration. To run a point design, it is necessary to determine the
velocity correlation coefficients as described in Option 1, if they are not already
known. The Orbiter option is then ready to be executed in its iterative mode. The
primary purpose of this option is to provide the capability of analyzing an iterative
vehicle to determine performance trades, and to lend direction to the overall design
effort by answering such questions as:
1. what happens if the engine characteristics, such as orbiter thrust,
booster thrust, or specific impulse are varied?
2. is the staging velocity optimized?
3. what is the minimum gross-weight vehicle for the users constraints?
4. what is the effect of changes,to the primary construction material?
5. how do geometric changes, such as aspect ratio, payload bay length, or
width,effect the configuration?
The inputted parameters start the Orbiter Module iteration,for which liftoff
weight, injected weight, etc. are calculated. These calculated weights modify the
aerodynamic surfaces, which, in turn modify the surface controls and hydraulics as
well as the thermal protection system. The auxiliary propulsion system is affected
by injected weight,and the landing gear by the landing loads. The body is
modified by reactions from the above systems,which in turn changes the interstage
loads which ripple changes back through the body. The entire module continues the
iteration until a completely balanced system exists. This Orbiter option not only
contains input constants, which allow the user to input weight changes without
modifying the program, but also has three distinct modes of operation which are as
follows:
1. Iterative Analysis
2. Iterative Analysis (Fixed Dry Weight)
3. Fixed Weight Orbiter
The iterative analysis mode is the primary mode of the Orbiter option.
A typical data file for the mode is as follows:
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3.000 Ni?«.3*FSol <«4 ,MF
4 • 000 X . 0 «..0 1 K l f ? • 8 j.SF W § 1278 • * VC»g»9i?. jPC«14«7j Q«6RO. j SND • 30 • 6
5.000 LMGe77. jFAL«A900C. j TMlN«.f t35*PM8L».l jRH8S«« 1
6.000 TAUS«2?3oo«jFF "lO-anoncc. . i FSB PP.. HELP »i . ajFAB»69ooo.
7.000 RH8B«.l ,TAUB*?230n. j RHSFs . 1 * K?»4. . SWi4i • , K7»0. j«3«2. *K4»0.
9.000 DFAO1 ,3,FT«1 nSflOnOO. * RW8TP" • 1 , RHpPBa . 1 j K6« 120.
1 0 0 C O O NCTPS«4»74iNCA854.jFwDTPSiLi75^P'.^JAilA*2j.^CTTPS
1 1 tOnn C q T P S « n . O j C S A 8 0 . 0 , C B T P S a O . O j C B A « O . O j A T T P S » l . 2?<ATA?1750 .
1P.COO ASTPS» It??* AS A».16nO.;ABTPS«.2i97j.A.BAi2079 i f .3ASTPSt6. f i
13.000 B A S A - 3 7 1 . t TPqC8Ns?7?5.*WGTPS»l .a9?i .WQPLE l».059
H.iOCO. W L E T P S * q . a * T l TPg« 1 . ?**» Tt Pi f» . Opq. TLETPS* k.& 1 .....
15.000 MCSTPS-0 .0 *MrRA«0 .0 *WACRIS I«a .02 jTACBN«2 iO? . lBA»0 .0» lBTPS«0 .0
16.000
. .




?1 .000 Dr MSr«?)4. 7 * D F N S R B q Q . ? j R w B T « » 1ft. FTUT- 135000. *PRES8M«8 160.
P2.000 RM8Pnl6jFTUP«l35nOn*jflJaS£NQi3anAJ£fiaPS-YiA»7tjM8DULF.f 1071.
23.000 Ps?ESF«?54Fi.*PWFSRBt,45.*ACSPR8»7?80. jACSDEM«61i3 jACSPRS«870.
P4.000 ACSENQf 1310.. ACSSYSf 300. j ACSMBH«5±0^_j_SRBM f S«0.0
??5.000 LGFTU»?ROOCO, jLGVqL "150. jLGLC«q5..LGLS» 117. jBRCFt 315000.
26 c COO LGDJ A«.33 . • AXa. lnAa. . A X 3 « 1 ?OO. .1 NrmKK»n.n
P7.000 F T X D W T a O O . * 8 l . l N l C l « . l * PERR8M 1250 .. RRESD«2q«5 . j B«ESV« 878 .
PR. COO PL9ADUi51fel2.qjPLRADQ-l4.nOOQ*--. - _____
P9.COO F T X 8 R B ^ O . O * F T X W B R B 0 « 0
30. COO PPWRJI391 2. jHYDRKift.a«-ELECKi.Qj-.AUSFK«0«0.j AVI 8MB §4455.0
31 .000 ECLS9«40q3«jPPRfW.1742. .8RTFL»3«7?.<TABPi?f t»0.0
3 2 j 0.0 0 . S F N D ____________________________
33.000
34.000 A R ( 1 )«?.iq*SG(l)p3P20-tj-LA>lBi.l-U.jua4-i-tBCR( 1 ) i .09 jT9CT( 1 )«.12
3?5.000 B C T ( 1 ) * 1 7 . 5 , T H E T A ( 1 ) • 10. j NZ ( 1 ) »3. 75* DEL.P ( 1 )«?96. jLH( l )»0.0
36 . 000 PT8XC < 1 ) • . ^ 3, PTBXr M-5 i-iS94i_CBl±J_a...6la-RHe.M ) • . 10* FA { 1 ) "64394 .
37.000 C s ( l ) « . 0 0 0 5 j T A U ( l l ? ? ? 3 2 0 . . T E M P ( 1 ) « 7 0 . * U W W ( 1 ) « O . O j C S R ( D-.67
3a.»oac. T M T M M i».r>3.i i |_p M ) » \ , t * r \ * u \ _ * i \ \mr \ . r \ . r . \_n i ^ « . 1 .
39.000 EM8DLK 1 ) • 1 OOOOOOO. * WCl ( 1 ) « 0 . 0 * W C ? ( l ) » O . O j C M l M ) » 0 , 0
40.000 ai .Pl( l )«Q.Oj3Lp2M ) ffO.O^&CMH U iO.Q
41 .000 K r A S » . 6 8 » U ^ A T L " 1 . 75* W W 8 q » 0 . t W IMGK»Q. 0* SMGDR"! 90.
42.000 A R < 2 ) « 1 .
^3.000
44..000 ...PT9XC ( 2 ) -Of J.P.TBXE12J.." iA2j.C8_L21iJ-6iLBHeJ^ l-.. li F.A ( 2 ) "64394.
45.000 C < ; < 2 ) » . 0 0 0 5 j T A U ( 2 ) f 2 ? 3 2 0 . . T E ^ P ( 2 ) » 7 0 . j U W W ( 2 ) t O . * C S R ( P ) f .67
46 . 0.00 T.M I N (.2 ) = . 03> ULE (2 ) 1 1.. 6* WLF ( 2i « C i.D .^CL E_t 2 ) s . 1 1 RDC • . 48 j URS « 1 • 75
47.000 E M 8 D U ( ? ) « 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . * W C 1 ( ? ) »0.0j WC? (?) •O.OjCMl ( ? ) « 0 . 0
48.000- BLPl.(2)«O.Qj9LP?(?)»niO.BCMl{2JJia«a—
49.000 RUOUL»3. l .VTVCiO.O*LVT»n.CjSPRUD»1 .O jTAlLK«0.0
50«Q.OO .
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In this data file, it is important to note the following:
1. FIXW0R must be 0.0
2. FIX0RB must be 0.0
3. WW0S must be contained in data set equal to either 0.0 or a value
4- VTVC must be contained in data set equal to either 0.0 or a value
5. SPRUD must be contained in data set equal to either 0.0 or a value
6. FIXDWT must be contained in data set and equal to 0.0
The (Fixed Dry Weight) Iterative Analysis mode of the Orbiter allows the user
to run a point design. The growth/uncertainty of the Orbiter module is allowed to
"float," i.e., vary either up or down to maintain a constant dry weight, physically
sizing each system to the point design loads. A typical data file for this mode is
as follows:
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5.000 L\|G • 77,, F AL* 49000. JTMIN.. C35 jRw8L- . l jRH8S». 1
ft. OOn TAUS»2?3ftO»*FFl10?OOnQO.^LF-S«Q**BEL£»l»4iFAB«69000.
7.000 Rw63». 1 *TAU8«?230o , ,RH8F«.
a .COO
9.000 OFAC«1.3.FT«1 0300000. » RM9TP* 1 1 . RWflPBB . lj Kft» 120.
10.000 NCTPS»4.7A«NCA*5ft.jFWDT.BS«l.»-Z5*EliUUiiA4E^.*£TTPS«OtO
1 1 tOOn CqTPS«n.n,CSA(iOfO,C8TPSsiO.OjCBA«n.OjATTPS»i «i??jATAf 1750.
BASA»371 o.
W|"ETPS«9.3*Ti TPSf 1 .23jJ4J:tLE* i.OflS«.TLE.TESf 4
I7»00n PPCsp9.*WYC*77tjSrA»1 18. j SCTPS» 1 . n j SW I »4?RO. j SMC«0» 0* WS I -52.
18.00H
HFLEN«77.*8ELFN«l72.i.j.C.PUiiilj ____________ ....... .
P1 .Onn OFNSF«R4.7*DF\lS8»qO«9*Rw8T«i«lAjFTlJT«13500r)«*PRESBM»Rl60«





31 .COO f r CLS9»40Q3»i iPP R ?f tV» l742 i ,9RlFL«3R79.*TABPRf t *0 .0
3?.cnn
33. con
34.0rn A Q ( U « ? . i q # S G ( l )»-»a20i jLAMB.( l )«. .? l jTBCR( l ) i .09 jT9CT( l )B. i2
3*1.000 B C T ( 1 ) « 1 7 . 5 ^ T H E T A ( 1 )«10 . jNZ( 1 ) «3. 75 j OELP ( 1 )«296. jLH< 1 Jifl.O
3ft . COO PT3XC ( 1 > » . 43 , PTBXr ( 1 \ • j.S9AjjCBJ.l ).». 67^RH9 ( 1 ) » . IQj FA ( 1 ) «64394.
37.000 C R ( 1 )«»00n5 j T A U ( 1) »2?320 . . TEMP ( \ } « 7 0 i * U W W ( 1 ) *0»0j CSR ( 1 ) « .67
38 . 000 TM IN (1) i . 03* ULE ( 1 ) S-UAQ^M.I.F ( 1 ) »n.O«CtF ( 1 ) • ...1-jAlCPff. 3Qfcj.A ILPil ...
39.000 F.M8DU(1 )« lOOnOOOO. jWC! ld ) « 0 . 0 * W C ? ( 1 ) • O.OjCMi { 1 ) *o.o
40.0GO B L P l ( l ) « C t O j B L P p ( 1 ) "fit QJ BCMl ( 1 ) «0. 0
41 ,000 ! < F A S " . A 8 « U W A T L « 1 .75* W W 8 R « n . i W ING««0 .0> SMQRR«1 90.
4?. 000 AR(2 )»1 .44 iS3 (2 )a435 . jLAMa(2 l -a . *4 .4 jT8CR( -2 )« i 107 j T8CT ( 2 ) 9 . 09
43.000 B C T ( P ) « 0 . , T M r T A ( ? » » 3 3 . j M Z ( ? ) ? 0 . / D F L P ( 2 ) " 4 4 7 . * L H ( 2 ) « 0 .




48.000 BI.P! (2) • O . O j 3 L p ? ( ? ) « O . O j 8 C M l ( 2 ) * 0 . 0
49,000 RUDUL°3.1 , v T V C " 0 . n * L V T » O . O j S P R U D « 1 , O j T A l L K » O . Q
50.000 SFND . _______ ______________ ......... . ...
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This file is exactly the same as the previous one except that FIXDWT must be
equal to the desired Orbiter dry weight.
The Fixed-Weight Orbiter mode does exactly what the name implies. This option
fixes the liftoff weight of the Orbiter, allowing the propellant and external tank
to iterate. A typical data file for this mode is as follows:
t . O n n
In this data file it is important to note the following:
1. FIXW0R must be equal to 1.0
2. FIX0RB must be equal to 0.0
3. OLLPL0 must be equal to the Orbiter liftoff weight, less QMS
propellant weight, and less payload.
4. W0PR0P is the OMS propellant weight.
5. PL0ADU is the Orbiter payload
6. RX1, RX2, RXL-In the External Tank data block "EXT" must have values
3.1.3 Option 3 - External Tank - This option contains the analytical and
empirical weight estimation relationships necessary to completely define the
external tank. These relationships consist of many elements, the first of which
is the basic sizing logic which consists of three basic general arrangement options
and three separate iteration techniques, i.e., solve for specific tank dimensions
as a function of volume requirements with either input or fixed length, fixed
diameter, or fixed L/D design features, such as separate and common bulkhead and
an alternate forward section design. A LOX aft option, which simply uses the
generalized baseline LOX forward method, and sets mixture ratio to its inverse
and switches the hydrogen and oxygen densities is also available.
The external tank module also includes a design loads model which considers
ullage and head pressure, interstage reactions, and axial load factors. For
simplicity as well as optimization, the external loads induced by tank attachment
to Orbiters and boosters are considered located at major existing hard points,
such as bulkhead attach rings.
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Also, a multi station analysis method is included, whereby a number of body
station cuts are examined to determine the effective unit load and corresponding
material thickness required for pure unstiffened- monocoque structure. Alternate
material allowables may be input to handle variations in design temperature and
other candidate construction techniques. The resultant material thicknesses are
integrated over the total body area using the dimensional data from the sizing
routine, to determine the total sidewall weight. The bulkheads are sized to their
representative loads, i.e. , internal or external pressure, and meridional and hoop
forces. Splice rings and attachment structure are treated as discrete items, with
major attention given to the redistributions of point loads and manufacturing
processes such as welding.
The external tank thermal protection system is based on detailed MDAC point
design data with input unit weights for alternate design concepts.
Other external tank subsystems are expressed as either input constants for
such systems as avionics, or simplified sizing equations, where, for example,
plumbing weight is a function of engine flow rate and overall tank length/
diameter.
Detail loads and strength and weight analyses have been documented for the
MDAC parallel burn, 1,530,800-lb propellant, load-point-design external tank.
Therefore, this tank is used as the basis for the general methodology.
The basic structure and subsystems are correlated to the Phase B extension
point-design studies of external tanks as well as the latest NR point-design tank.
The Three external tank general-arrangement options used in the basic tank sizing
routine are shown in Section 4 of this volume. This option, like the Orbiter
option, has the capability of inputting constants, which allows the user to input
weight changes without modifying the program. This option also contains four
distinct modes of operation which are as follows:
1. Iterative Analysis
2. Iterative Analysis (Fixed Dry Weight)
3. Simplified Equation
4. Fixed Weight Tank
The Iterative Analysis mode is the primary mode of the external tank option, and a
typical data file for this mode is as follows:
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3.000 MPI«A. jUPFR8«i .0?<*7*I A«1 .01
4. con BUPRPS«PO«*LF"0.*nF«aOft**LC8M«aCX».BLKHD«3.*BX*ltjK»,i5






In this data file, it is important to note the following:
1. SIMPTK must be equal to 0.0.
2. FIXDWT must be contained in the data set, and equal to 0.0.
3. LD - Fixed L/D case DI must be installed to start iteration LF and
DF must equal 0.
4. LF - Fixed length case DI must be initialized to start iteration
DF and LD must equal 0.
5. DF - Fixed diameter case LI must be initialized to start iteration
LF and LD must equal 0.
6. PROMIN - Minimum propellant load for tank iteration (see figure 4.18-1,
Page 4-32 Volume 1) - required input for fixed length or
fixed L/D cases.
The iterative analysis (Fixed Dry Weight) mode of the external tank allows the
user to run a point design. The growth/uncertainty of the external tank module is
allowed to "float," i.e., vary either up or down to maintain a constant dry weight,
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3.1.4 Option 4 (SRM) - This option contains the analytical and empirical
weight estimation relationships necessary to completely define the solid rocket
motor (SRM) booster system. The NASA weight report and design data, coupled with
a three-view drawing of the SRM, supplies all inputs necessary to analyze the
configuration. Here again, it is important to note that the velocity correlation
coefficients described in Option 1 must be calculated or known before this option
can be executed. The primary purpose of this option is to provide the capability
of optimizing the SRM by inputting a diameter and iterating on propellant load
and engine characteristics. The iteration calculates SRM burnout weight and dry
weight, which in turn modifies retro and parachute system weights, which in turn
is rippled through the other weights. This entire module continues the iteration
until a completely balanced system exists. If retro rockets are not used, the
velocity at ignition (VRI) should be set equal to the velocity at water impact
(VSI). This option also has the capability of inputting constants, which allows
the user to input weight changes without modifying the program. The SRM option
contains four distinct modes of operation which are as follows:
1. Iterative Analysis
2. Iterative Analysis (Fixed Day Weight)
3. Simplified Equation
4. Fixed Booster
The iterative analysis mode is the primary mode of the SRM option. A typical
data file for this mode is as follows:
FXAMPLM r,
1 . nrn f.«;=?M
lA2.,MT AXsgl .
F<;»1.4.FTU»?s!400CtiAT"2*IUi*RHft^».?83« INT- • 1 . N?" • 7A397
O.NrR»1li?* AP"37RC....CF«1 *5*.
1 .«?. ,TC«5775. • TDFfi*950t • VRI «1 41. . VSD-141 .
7.nnn
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This file is exactly the same as the previous one except that FIXDWT must be equal
to the desired external tank dry weight.
The simplified equation mode of the external tank greatly reduces computer
run time as well as eliminating the 48 input variables required to run an iterative
tank. A typical data file for this option is as follows:
1 ,nnn ,.,.„ _,_
2 . Oftft S TKPTK. 1 ,OJ Of « 304* H.GUP......075
3. Con
In this data file, it is important to note the following:
1. FIX0RB - In the Orbiter data block 'ORB' must be equal to 0.0
2. SIMPTK must be equal to 1.0
3. DF - External Tank Diameter
4. GUP - Growth Uncertainty (Dec %)
The Fixed Weight Tank mode fixes the weight of the Orbiter, the external
tank and their ascent propellants. A typical data file for this mode is as follows:
1 .Cnn SFXT num-i/ n n
< » I M P T K = 0 . 0
In this data file, it is important to note the following:
1. PR0P0G - In the performance data block, 'PERF' must be equal to the
total Orbiter ascent propellant (1st stage plus 2nd stage) .
2. FIX0RB - In the Orbiter data block, 'ORB' must be equal to 1.0.
3. FIXW0R - In the Orbiter data block, 'ORB' must be equal to 0.0.
4. DRYWT - External Tank Dry Weight
5. RESIDT - External Tank Residual Propellant Weight.
6. SIMPTK must be equal to 0.0.
7. Since this mode fixes both the Orbiter and External Tank, the
'0RB' data block must be similar to Example 5 which is as follows:
.onn
_ 2_i.£Q.Q _ FT XWeRaQ.n/r tX8RB«! »n.»9LL.PL.8ctflR77fl«31 jWBPQBP" 23965 »R5
i.ono SF.MD
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In this data file, it is important to note the following:
1. FIXB00 must be equal to 0.0.
2. S1MPB0 must be equal to 0.0.
3. FIXDWT must be equal to 0.0.
The iterative analysis (Fixed Dry Weight) mode of the SRM allows the user to
run a point design. The growth/uncertainty of the external tank module is allowed
to "float," i.e., vary either up or down to maintain a constant dry weight, physically




I N T » . l i K l P * . 76397
4 . COO N J»5 tQj WNfiZ« 1 . DJ NFRplJj.Sj.AEA33J5fl**£F.ml.t-5JI
5.000 PCaSSa.S.KiDHAslF;. . TC«5775.*TDF.5«;»RO.,VRI»141 . <VSD«1.41 ,
6»GOO A A 9 E « l O . j L^^POC. j BUNCl?Oi OjFlXOi/_T.i 435185.12 jRR ISP • 235. jWF If 0«0
7.000 B s R M C » 0 « O j S R M T C » o . O « f i R M R e « 3 5 0 0 .
« .COO F T X B 8 B « O i O / S T M P 3 8 « O i Q . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
9.000 SFN'D
This file is exactly the same as the previous one except FIXDWT must be equal to
the desired SRM dry weight.
The simplified equation mode of the SRM greatly reduces computer run time
as well as eliminating the 39 input variables required to run an iterative booster.
A typical data file for this option is as follows:
F.XAMPLM 9
r .ooo
. 2.000 F T XS56 f. 0 . Of.S T l"!PB9-al*O-i.Bl iMC 1-»-»-OaS..
l .COO 5FND
In this file, it is important to note the following:
1. SIMPB0 must be equal to 1.0
2. FIXB00 must be equal to 0.0.
3. BYNC1 is the Growth Uncertainty (Dec %)
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The fixed booster mode fixes the burnout weight of the SRM as well as its





In this data file, it is important to note the following:
1. PR0PBG - In the performance data block 'PERF' must be equal to the
total SRM ascent propellant.
2. FIXB00 must be equal to 0.0.
3. BB0WT SRM Burnout Weight.
4. BDRYWT is the SRM Dry Weight.
5. SIMPBO must be equal to 0.0.
3.1.5 Option 5 - Fixed Hardware Sensitivities - This option was developed for
the specific purpose of automating the task of assessing vehicle sensitivities.
Theoretically, any sensitivity evaluation can be made by simply making two back-to-
back runs through ESPER with the individual sensitivity element adjusted by the
desired increment for the second case, and simply subtracting the resulting payloads
and/or gross liftoff weights, and dividing by this increment.
Since this option is a part of ESPER, it utilizes the same ascent performance
logic and ascent velocity equations. Thus, any output case from ESPER can take
advantage of this option. The basic equations within this part of ESPER, however,
are modified to contain discrete sensitivity increments (i.e., delta booster inert
weight, delta Orbiter inert weight, delta booster ISP, etc).
The first input case is treated as a fixed hardware configuration and
initializes and varies the basic configuration performance capability. The various
sensitivity increments are applied one by one, and each sensitivity is calculated
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separately against the initial case. To save the user the time and money involved
in inputting, these sensitivity increments have been fixed in the program. Since
this option can be run with any ESPER option, the user need only set SENS in the
'PERI" data file equal to 1.0.
3.1.6 Option 6 - Growth - This option enables the user to increase the refer-
ence configuration in four ways, increase the Orbiter only, increase the Booster
only, increase Orbiter and Booster or increase the External Tank. An incremental
weight is added per specified option and the configuration is resized. Since this
option can also be run with any ESPER option, the user need only set GR0W equal to
the option desired and input the' following in the performance data block 'PERF'.
1. GR0WB (Incremental booster growth desired)
2. GR0W0 (Incremental orbiter growth desired)
3. NI (Two plus the number of one percent uncertainty/growth increments
to be added to the desired option)
This discussion has tried to familiarize the user with the versatility of ESPER.
In essence, however, with combinations of its options, the versatility of ESPER
is only limited to the ingenuity and imagination of the user.
A representation of the garnet of cases that can be executed by ESPER is


































ORBITER OPTIONS EXT TANK OPTIONS SRM OPTIONS
1. ITERATIVE 1. ITERATIVE 1. ITERATIVE
2. ITERATIVE (FIXED DRY WT) 2. ITERATIVE (FIXED DRY WT) 2. ITERATIVE (FIXED DRY WT)
3. FIXED ORBITER 3. SIMPLIFIED EQ 3. SIMPLIFIED EQ
4. FIXED EXT TANK 4. FIXED SRM
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4. CONFIGURATION DATA AND GEOMETRY DEFINITIONS
The definitions and the development of various areas and other geometric
orientated data used in ESPER are illustrated in the following:
1. Orbiter Definitions - Wing




(b) The wing exposed area is the projected plan view area shown below:





(c) Total wing wetted area is the summation of the following:
o Wing Top Area
o Wing Bottom Area
o Wing Leading Edge Area





WING LEADING EDGE SPAR
(d) FLAP AND AILERON AREAS ARE PROJECTED PLAN VIEW AREAS AND ARE PART
OF THE WING EXPOSED AREA.
(d) Flap and aileron areas are projected plan view areas and are part of the
wing exposed area.
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(a) The theoretical and exposed vertical tail areas are identical. They
are defined by taking a true area projection at the tail g as shown







Total vertical tail wetted area for each tail is the summation of
the following:
o Vertical Tail Side Area (total)
o Vertical Tail Leading Edge Area
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(a) The location of the fuselage sections and some of the primary symbols
used in ESPER are shown below:
FWD AFT
INTERSTAGE INTERSTAGE
LOCATION OF FUSELAGE SECTIONS
(IPS)
(a) Total fuselage wetted area is the summation of the following:
o fuselage forward area
o fuselage center area
o fuselage aft area
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(c) All aerosurface areas are calculated outside the module, and are
inputted as total projected areas along with their appropriate airfoil
constants. These airfoil constants can be obtained from the following
graph.
AIRFOIL PERIMETERS NACA SERIES 00
EXAMPLE: \
FIND P TO STA 35%C
WHEN C= 48" ,. T/C = 0.12
p = 1.93 FROM CURVE
p-("» + 35
r - \ inn / TO- !'•/'
STATION %C
CHORD LINE
-%C — P = (p + STA IN %C) C
100
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
AIRFOIL PERIMETERS
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(a) The three external tank general arrangement options, used in the basic
tank sizing routine, are illustrated below. It should be noted that
most of the basic dimensional parameters have the same variable name
for each of the three arrangements. Therefore, most of the sizing
equations are identical for each option and only a few ESPER input









Alternate Forward Section Option




- lie • - no -1 ^co
V J
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USEABLE PROPELLANT LOAD - LB x 10~6
EXTERNAL TANK OVERALL LENGTH vs USEABLE PROPELLANT LOAD
MR = 6. LOX/LH2 - LOX Fwd Separate Bulkhead Design
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(a) Illustrated below is a SRM depicting typical sectional cuts with
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Following is a complete listing of all the output parameters calculated




Inclination of Vehicle Orbit
Total Ascent Velocity Losses
Drag Velocity Losses
Velocity Correlation Factor
Reference Ascent Velocity Losses up to Staging
Effect of Inclination on Trajectory Shaping
Altitude Adjustment Parameter to vary Velocity Losses
from Sea Level to other Altitudes
Gross Lift Off Weight/Ascent Ballistic Drag Coefficient
Ascent Ballistic Drag Coefficient
Yaw Angle, Booster to Vehicle Centerline
SRM Burn Out Weight
SRM Dry Weight
SRM Usable Ascent Propellant
SRM Usable Ascent Propellant less Insulation
SRM Lambda=SRM Usable Ascent Propellant/SRM Gross Lift Off Wt
Specific Impulse Booster, vacuum
Specific Impulse Orbiter, vacuum
Weighted Average Specific Impulse of the SRM
ISPB=(PROB * ISPBV + PROP01 * ISPOBV) /PROPOT
Total Canted Sea Level Thrust SRM + Orbiter
Total SRM Sea Level Thrust
SRM Burn Time
Yaw Angle, Outboard Engine to Orbiter Centerline
Pitch Angle, Composite Thrust Vector
Orbiter Liftoff Weight less Payload less QMS Propellant Wt
Payload Carried to Orbit
QMS Propellant Weight
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OUTPUT DATA SHEET (Cont.)
Output Definition
External Residual Propellant Weight
Total Orbiter Usable Ascent Propellant
Orbiter Usable Ascent Propellant burned in the 1st stage
Orbiter Usable Ascent Propellant burned in the 2nd stage
External Tank Lambda = Total Orbiter Usable Ascent Propellar
Propellant/External Tank Gross Weight
Total Orbiter canted thrust, vacuum
Orbiter Flow Rate
Orbiter Gross Lift Off Weight
SRM Gross Lift Off Weight
Total Gross Lift Off Weight less Hold Down Propellant
Hold Down Propellant Weight
Total Gross Lift Off Weight
Thrust/Weight of the Booster
Thrust/Weight of the Orbiter
Ideal Booster Staging Velocity
Relative Booster Staging Velocity
Delta V obtained from Flight Performance Reserves
Flight Performance Reserve Propellant Weight
Nominal Required Delta V
Total Required Delta V
Total Calculated Delta V
Required Orbiter Delta V
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Basic SRM Weight = WOASE + WJOINT + WNOZZ + WTTER +
WINST + WIGN + BSRMC
SRM Unsegmented Case Weight
SRM Case Segment Joint Weight
SRM Nozzle Weight
SRM Thrust Termination Weight
SRM Internal Insulation Weight
SRM Igniter Weight
Basic SRM Weight Constant
SRM Recovery System Weight = PWPAR + PWPI + PWRR + PWRP
+ PWWR + SRMRC
SRM Parachute Weight
SRM Parachute Installation Weight
SRM Retro Rocket (including installation) Weight
SRM Retro Rocket Propellant Weight
SRM Water Recovery Hardware Weight
SRM Recovery Weight Constant
SRM Body Adapter Weight = PWES + PWASLS + PWAS + PWNF
+ PWTN + PWAV + WNCTPS + SRM1C
SRM Forward Skirt Weight
SRM Aft Skirt/Launch Structure Weight
SRM Attach/Separation Structure Weight
SRM Nose Fairing Weight
SRM Tunnel Weight
SRM Avionics Weight
SRM Nose Cone Thermal Protection Weight
SRM Adapter Weight Constant
SRM Burn Out Weight less Growth Uncert.
SRM Growth Uncertainty Weight
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Wing Basic Structure Weight = WTORBE + WTORBC + LEW + WTE
Wing Torque Box Exposed Weight
Wing Torque Box Carrythrough Weight
Wing Leading Edge Weight
Wing Trailing Edge Weight
Wing Secondary Structure Weight
Wing Main Landing Gear Provisions Weight
Wing Control Surface Weight = WAS + WADR + WAH + WAP
Wing C.S. Shell Weight
Wing C.S. Drive Rib Weight
Wing C.S. Hinge Weight




Tail Basic Structure Weight = TTORQB + TLE
Tail Torque Box Weight
Tail Leading Edge Weight
Tail Control Surface Weight = WRS + WRDR + WRH + WRP
Tail C.S. Shell Weight
Tail C.S. Drive Rib Weight
Tail C.S. Hinge Weight
Tail C.S. Attach Weight
Tail Weight Constant
(BODY)
Orbiter Body Group Total Weight
Orbiter Basic Structure Weight = Gl + Gil + G25 + G10 + G27
•h G12 + G26 + G15 + G2 + G3 + G6 + G16 + G17 + G32 + G34
Body B.S. Fwd Sidewall Weight
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Body B.S. Aft Sidewall Weight
Body B.S. Ctr Longer Weight
Body B.S. Aft Longer Weight
Body B.S. Ctr Frame Weight
Body B.S. Aft Frame Weight
Body B.S. Ctr Bulkheads
Body B.S. Crew Compt. Provision Weight
Body B.S. Windshield Provision Weight
Body B.S. Nose Wheel Well Provision Weight
Body B.S. Payload Reaction Weight
Body B.S. Wing Shear Provision Weight
Body B.S. Thrust Structure Weight




Orbiter Secondary Structure Weight = G19 + G22
Body S.S. Cargo Door Shell
Body S.S. Cargo Door Mechanism
Orbiter Body Miscellaneous Weight (fwd)
Orbiter Body Miscellaneous Weight (Ctr)






Total Wing TPS Weight = WGWT + WGLEWT
Wing Surface Panel TPS Weight
Wing Leading Edge TPS Weight
Total Tail TPS Weight = TWT + TLEWT
Tail Surface Panel TPS Weight
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Total Body TPS Weight = BLBTPS + BASEWT + IBTWT + PTPSCN
Body TPS Panel Weight
Body Base TPS Weight
Body Internal TPS Weight
Body TPS Constant Weight
Miscalleneous Control Surface TPS Weight
Landing and Docking TPS Weight
Propulsion TPS Weight
Prime Power TPS Weight
Hydraulics TPS Weight
Surface Controls TPS Weight
(LANDING GEAR)
Landing and Docking Total Weight
Nose Gear Weight = NG1 + NG2 + NG3
Nose Gear Rolling Gear Weight
Nose Gear Structure Weight
Nose Gear Controls Weight
Main Gear Weight = HG1 + MG2 + MG3
Main Gear Rolling Gear Weight
Main Gear Structure Weight
Main Gear Controls Weight
Auxiliary System Weight = AX1 + AX2 + AX3
Aux. Deceleration Chute Weight
Aux. Separation System Weight
Aux. Handling and Manipulation System Weight
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Main Ascent Propulsion Weight
M. A. P. Engine + Ace. Weight = ENG + TVC + CONTR + PRBUTL
M.A.P. Engine Weight
M.A.P. Gimbal System Weight
M.A.P. Control Weight
M.A.P. Propellant Utilization Weight
M.A.P. Propellant System Weight = FAD + PRES + CHIL + PREVAL
+ FEEDS + DISC + MISC
M.A.P. Fill and Drain System Weight
M.A.P. Pressurization System Weight
M.A.P. Chill and Dump Line Weight
M.A.P. Pre Valves Weight
M.A.P. Feed System Weight
M.A.P. Disconnects Weight
M.A.P. Miscellaneous Weight
Air Breathing Propulsion System
(QMS-ACS SYSTEM)
Total Auxiliary Propulsion System Weight
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Output Definitions Units Symbols
ACS Prop. System Weight
ACS Tank Weight
ACS Module Weight
Total OMS System Weight = OMSENG + PROPSY -I- WTOMTK, MODULE
QMS Thruster Weight














Orbiter Residual Propellant Weight
Orbiter Payload delivered to orbit
Orbiter Inert Weight
Orbiter Reserve Propellant Weight
Orbiter Inflight Losses
Orbiter ACS Propellant Weight
Orbiter OMS Propellant Weight
Orbiter Trapped Propellant Weight
Orbiter Lift Off Weight
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Output Definitions (Detailed Print Out - Ext. Tank)
External Tank Length
External Tank Diameter
External Tank Body Group






Inter Tank Section Weight








Baffle Weight - LOX
Induced Enviornmental Protection Weight = FAIRT + FCCTPS
+ TPSIN + ACYDM
Nose Fairing IPS Weight
Forward Cone and Cylinder TPS Weight
Inter Tank TPS Weight
Aft Cylinder and Dome TPS Weight
External Tank Propellant System Weight = FEDSYS + PRSVNT
+ SUMP + PNPU
Feed System Weight
Pressurization and Vent Weight
Sump and Vortex Control Weight
Pneumatic and PU System Weight
Subtotal Dry Weight
Growth/Uncertainty Weight
Dry Weight of External Tank
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Output Definitions Units Symbols
Feedline Trapped Propellant Weight
Pressurant Propellant Weight
PU Bias Propellant Weight
Inert Weight of External Tank
Total Usable Ascent Propellant Weight
Total External Tank Gross Weight
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6. ESPER OUTPUT
The output options contained in ESPER are multivariant. This dependency
lies with the user and what option of ESPER he has chosen to execute. However,
the basic mainline output is either a simplified or detailed weight statement.
The simplified weight statement supplies the user with total vehicle weights
and performance parameters, such as, TW, GLOW and AV. This option is best utilized
in parametric studies where many cases are executed and detailed weights are not
of prime importance. This can result in a substantial cost savings by reducing
computer printout time.
The detailed weight statement exists in the form of the NASA Phase B func^
tional weight grouping. By coding ESPER's detailed output in this form, the user
obtains a direct line-by-line comparison of ESPER's data with the weight status
report of the main line Shuttle program. This comparison will identify for NASA
either which areas of the program need updating, or which elements of the reported
weights require scrutiny.
Combinations of these two mainline options are numerous. (For example, if
the user is running a fixed SRM and wishes to see details on the Orbiter, or if
the user is running a fixed Orbiter and wishes to see details on the SRM, etc.)
Examples of the simplified and detailed weight statements are as follows:
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P A R A L L E L B U R N
FIXED T/W BOOSTER
P A R A M E T R I C STUDY E X T E R N A L (H2-02) O R B I T E R
B O O S T E R - SOLID R O C K E T M O T O R
********** W A R N I N G LOOK AT T/W **********
I N C L I N A T I O N O F O R B I T E R 2R.50 DEGREES
DW TOTAL LOSSES ( 633*.7)
DV C O R R E C T I O N MRS .2 ^VCNST 3425360.0





P V A L T
V / S C D
.0
60oo.4 SCD *40.0
B O O S T E R P A R A M E T E R S
( C A N T A N G L E : « ? . 5 >
B U R N O U T W E I G H T
DRV W E I G H T
P R O P E L L A N T W E I G H T
L A M B D A : . 8 6 5 3
ISP A V (273 .2 ,451 ,
S E A LEVEL T H R U S T
B U R N T I M E
41990*.50
43344*.50




S.L. T BOO 75*6096.00
O R B I T E R P A R A M E T E R S
( C A N T A N G L E Y A W r 3.5)
( C A N T A N G L E P ITCH: ! 7.0)
LIFT O F F - P A Y - O A M S 1*8208.75
P A Y L O A D 51612.90
OAMS PROP W E I G H T 23900.07
E X T T A N K P A R A M E T E R S
EXT. T A N K W T ( D R Y )
E X T . T A N K R E S I D .
P S O P E L L A N T W E I G H T
L A M B D A : . 9 5 4 6
ISP
V A C U U M T H R U S T










2 N D S T A G PROP
1240*01.00
T H R U S T / E N G 470000. * ENG 3.
O G L O W r











( I N C L U D E S H O L D D O W N PROP: 2o76.5)
I D E A L S T A G I N G VELOCITv
P E A L S T A G I N G VELOCITY
N O M I N A L R E Q U I R E D VELOCITY
T O T A L V E L O C I T Y d N C 17. FPR)
O R B I T E R V E L O C I T Y ( C A L C )
O R B I T E R V E L O C I T Y ( A C T )
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J O I N T W E I G H T
N077LE W E I G H T
THRUST TERM WT.
I N S U L A T I O N W E I G H T
I G M I T E R W E I G H T
B A S I C S R M W T . C O N .S R M R E C O V E R Y W E I G H T
P A R A C H U T E W E I G H T
P A R A C H U T E I N S T A L .
R E T R O R O C K E T
P R O P E L L A M T W E I G H T
W A T E R R E C . HWD.
S R M P E C . W T . C O N S T .SRM I N T E R S T A G E STRU.
F O R W A R D S K I R T
A F T S K I R T STRUCT
A T T A C H / S E P STRUCT
NOSE F A I R I N G
T U N N E L W E I G H T
A V I O N I C S W E I G H T
TPS W E I G H T
SRM INTERS.CONST.
S U B T O T A L D R Y W E I G H T
G R O W T H U N C E R T A I N T Y
DRY W E I G H T
E X P E N D A B L E PROP.
B H R M O U T W E I G H T
U S A B L E PRO*5 W E I G H T
T O T A L GROSS W E I G H T
L A M B D A r W P R O P / W G R O S S : . R 6 6 3 3
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ORBITER W E I G H T S U M M A R Y
WI NG C , R O I I P ( A R E A : : 3 2 2 0 . )
B A S I C S T R U C T U R E
T O R P U E POX EXPOSE
T O R P U E P O X C A R R v
L E A D I N G EDGE
T R A I L I N G E D G E
S E C O N D A R Y S T R U C T U R E
M . L . G . P R O V I S I O N S
C O N T R O L S U R F A C E
SHELL
D R I V E P I P
H I N G E
A T T A C H
W I N G W E I G H T C O N S T A N T
T A I L G P O U P C A R F A : 435.)
B A S I C S T R U C T U R E
T O R Q U E P0v
L E A D I N G E D G E
C O N T R O L S U R F A C E
SHELL
D R I V E R I P
HI NGE
A T T A C H
T A I L W E I G H T C O N S T A N T
BODY G R O U P
B A S I C S T R U C T U R E
S I D E W A L L S
L O N G E R O N S
F R A M E S
B U L K H E A D S
C R E W CPT. P R O V .
W I N D S H I E L D PROV.
NOSE W H L . W E L P R O V
P A Y L O A D R E A C T I O N
W I H G S H E A R P R O V .
T H P U S T S T R U C T U R E
T A I L P P O V .
SUB T O T A L
S E C O N D A R Y S T R U C T U R E
C A R G O DOOP SHELL
C A P G O DOOR M E C H .
M I S C E L L A N E O U S WTS.
T O T A L
I N D I I C E D E N V I R O N . PROT.
W I N G
S U R F A C E P A N E L S
L E A D I N G EDGE
T A I L
S U R F A C E P A N E L S
L E A P I N G EDGE
BODY
BODv P A N E L S
B A S E
I N T E R M A L TPS
BODY C M S T TPS WT.
M I S C O N T . S U R F A C E
L A N D + D O C K I N G
P R O P U L S I O N
P R I M E P O W E R
H Y D R A U L I C S
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G I M B A L SYSTEM








D I S C O N N E C T S
M I S C E L L A N E O U S
P R O P U L S I O N A I R B R E A T H
P R O P U L S I O N A U X I L I A R Y
ACS SYSTEM
THPUSTERS
P R O P . SYSTEM
T A N K




T A N K
M O D U L E
P R I M E POWER
E L E C T R I C A L
H Y D R A U L I C
S U R F A C E C O N T R O L S
A V I O N I C S
E N V I R O N M E N T A L CONTROL
P E R S O N N E L P R O V I S I O N S
M I S C E L L A N E O U S
G R O W T H / U N C E R T A I N T Y
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ORBITER MISSION HISTORv
DRY W E I G H T ( 172098.)
P E R S O N N E L 1250.
ORB R E S D PROP WT. 29S5.
P A Y L O A D U P 51613.
I N E R T W E I G H T ( 227946.)
ORB R E S V PROP WT. g78.
ORB I N F L I G H T LOSSES 3p72 .
ACS PROP WT 72*0.
OAMS PROP WT 23909.
ORB TRAPED PROP WT 724.
GROSS WT(ORB-ONLY) ( 263731.)
(LAND WT PAYr40000.)
LANDING WEIGHT ( 217211 .)
(I \'JE WT PAY=51613.)
I EJECTED WEIGHT ( 263007.)
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E X T E R N A L T A N K W E I G H T S U M M A R Y








BODY G R O U P
FWD T A N K .
F W D B U L K H E A D
C O N I C A L SECTION
C Y L I N D R I C A L SECT,A F T B U L K H E A D
I N T E R T A N K SECT.
AFT TANKF W D B U L K H E A D
C Y L I N D R I C A L SECT,A F T B U L K H E A DO R B / B S T R / T A N K A T T ,
NOSE F A I R I M G
U M B I L I C A L P A N E L
T U N M E L























I N D . E M V I P N . P R O T .
NOSE F A I R I N G
FWD C O N E A CYL.
I N T E R T A N K





SUMPS £ VORTEX CTL
PNEUMATIC A PU SYS
A V I O N I C S fD E O R B I T SYSTEM r
M I S C E L L A N E O U S f















SUBTOTAL DRv WEIGHT 67724,
SUBTOTAL DRY WEIGHT S7724.
GROWTH/UNCERTAINTY r 5079. ]
• •«••••*•*••••»•»•*•»«*••«•••••*»**'**»<
DRY WEIGHT 72304.





»•»•«•••»««•••••»• • • * ««««•••« W • B •» W I
INERT WEIGHT 7*042.
USABLE PROPELLANT f 164023Q. ]
• • » M « B « ^ M W « « * « * W * W B » * * « * ^ * « * W * * « * « I
T O T A L GROSS W E I G H T i 7 i « 2 « o .
L A M B D A r W P R O P / W G R O S S : .9546
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I T E M
VEHICLE S E N S I T I V I T I E S




S E N S I T I V I T v
O R B I T E R I N E R T WT 10000.00 LB
O R B I T E R I N E P T W T -10000.00 L B
BOOSTER I N E R T WT 20000.00 LB
BOOSTER I N E R T WT -20000.00 LB
BSTR I S P C C O N S T T H R U S T ) 3.00 SEC
BSTR I S P C C O N S T T H R U S T ) -3.00 SEC
ORBT I S P C C O N S T T H R U S T ) 3.00 SEC
ORBT I S P C C O N S T T H R U S T ) -3.00 SEC
B O O S T E R I S P C C O N S T FLOW) 3.00 SEC
BOOSTER I S P C C O N S T FLOW) -3.00 SEC
O R B I T E R I S P C C O N S T FLOW) 3.00 SEC
O R B I T E R I S P C C O N S T FLOW) -3.00 SEC
BOOSTER T H R U S T 2.00 7
BOOSTER THRUST -2.00 7
O R B I T E R THRUST 3.00 7.
O R B I T E R THRUST -3.00 7.
O R B I T E R P R O P E L L A N T 10000.00 LB
O R B I T E R P R O P E L L A N T -10000.00 LB
BOOSTER P R O P E L L A N T 10000.00 LB
BOOSTER P R O P E L L A N T -10000 .00 LB
O R B I T E R T A N K L A M B D A . 0 1 LB/LB
O R B I T E R T A N K L A M B D A -.01 LB/LB
BOOSTER L A M B D A .01 LB/LB
BOOSTER LAMBDA -.01 LR/LB
O R B I T E R P R O P + I N E P T WT 10.00 7
O R B I T E R P R O P + I N E R T WT -10 .00 7
BOOSTER P R O P + I N E R T WT 10.00 7
BOOSTER P R O P + I N E R T WT -10.00 7
TOTAL DELTA V 93.59 FPS
T O T A L DELTA V -93.52 FPS
O R B I T E R M A N U E V DELTA V 4 .95 FPS
O P B I T E R M A N U E V DELTA V -4 .80 FPS
O R B I T E R G R O W T H / U N C E R . - . 7
H O - T A N K G R O W T H / U N C E R . - . 7





















































































2921 .5 LB/ .01
2o06.1 LB/.01
2o l3 .8
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SENSITIVITY OUTPUT STATEMENT




O R B I T E R / T A N K BOOSTER
+ DELTA G L O W (LR) DUE TO:
+ DELTA I N E R T WT (LB)
- DELTA ISP (SEC)
- DELTA THRUST (%)
-I- DELTA V T O T A L ( FPS)
+ DELTA V M A N U E V E R (FPS)
DELTA G L O W / D E L T A P A Y L O A D (LB/LB)
DELTA H O - P R O P / D E L T A P A Y L O A D
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... (.._ . __ I .-CONTi. SURF. ..
j BASE PROTECTION |












i CENTER BODY .
i.RADIATOR. .._..
j AVIONICS BAY
! MAIN GEAR BAY. „





..: ...._ — NOISE PROTECTION
... METEOROID PROTECTION


















..... ENGINE ..& ACCESSORIES
.ENGINE .(AS SUPPLIED )_.-
GIMBAL SYSTEM. .. . i
. -PROPELLANT UTILIZATION.SYSTEM
-ACCESSORIES --
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G R O U P W E I G H T ' S T A T E M E N T
CONFIGURATION BY







2 7 PROPULSION - AIR BREATHING _'__ '•
3 ENGINE ACCESSORIES ' ___ i _
.1* '. .._._. i . ENGINE (AS SUPPLIED) ' .. I
5 -: IGNITION & CONTROL SYS .
6 ,. LUBRICATION SY (DRY) .. _.. ...
7 i ACCESSORIES ...... : '. —
8 ... INSTALLATION, DUCTS, SHROUDS
9 . -- ..: - AIR INDUCTION _
 ; -,
10 . . !. _ENGINE MOUNTING .. .... . ..
11 . _. ;. NACELLES, PYLON (DJCL LB MECH)
12 .... , .; EXHAUST SYSTEM
13 PROPELLANT SYSTEM . .._ .
Ik ... FILL/DRAIN . i ^ .
15 PRESSURIZATION/VENT ....
16 ...... PUMP . _. .
17 .. .. FEED ; -..-
18 . TRANSFER . i.
1 9 . . . . SUPPORTS/INSTALLATION
20 . TANKAGE-NON-INTEGRAL TANK....INSUL .......SUFTS.
21 ' FUEL !
22 8 PROPULSION - AUXILIARY _ ATT . MANEU-
23 ; ; CONTROL _ VER
2U THRUSTER INSTALLATION
25 . THRUSTERS .. i ._
26 : SUPPORTS, INSTALL -
27 PROPELLANTS SY .... : -
28 FILL/DRAIN ._ ; ...
29 PRESSURIZATION _.. ; .
30 : VENT ; ..;
31 FEED SYSTEM :
32 INSTRUMENTATION ;
33 GDMBALLING \ .
3k PROP CONDITION & GAUGE
35 . TANKS ... . . _ . . . ;
36 . _.OXIDIZSR :
37 : FUEL i
 : : .
38 • INSULATION ;
39 STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS
1*0 ' 9 PRIME POWER POWER MTG/ ' PROPEL TEMP PLUMB/
kl ; . UNITS INSTAL TANK SY CONTROL SUPPORT TOTAL
1*2 . BATTERIES ( )
1*3 . ENGINE/TURBINE ( )
kk FUEL CELL ( )1+5 : . . . . . . . . . . . -
1*6 10 ELECTRICAL _. ... :..CONVER . CONTROL
1*7 _ _ . . _
 ; ... SUPPLY. _ SION. _ UNITS ..._•
1*8 .. . EQUIPMENT POWER SY . .
1*9 . PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITRY . . . ... ;
50 UTILITY SYSTEMS ... i. .;
51 . . SYSTEM CIRCUITRY :_ .
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G R O U P W E I G H T S T A T E M E N T












































11 HYDRAULIC ! 1 SY* '! SY* ! ! ;
: POWER SUPPLY





: . .. . i !
.12 SURFACE CONTROLS
i ... ..COCKPIT CONTROLS
. . FLIGHT CONTROL SY
. . . . . . . 1. . .1 - ....
ELEVON
. . :RUDDER i
BODY FLAP
.13 AVIONICS 1
i ~ "GUID & NAV
I ' ! i . i




! i i i
! [\
\ ! '_s.£E AVIONICS
PLUMB ACTUATOR FEEL SY MECHj
! ' ,
IINTTS CIRCUITRY ANTENNAS INSTAL
X-—)- -(- -| )- :-(-—).-:.-( 1-.




















16 RANGE SAFETY AND ABORT'
i -]














i 'i • i i . __ • •_
17 BALLAST ' i ; i :
18 GROWTH/ UNCERTAINTY
I











.... SUBTOTAL - DRY WEIG1
1 ' ' "^! i i i1 ! ! ' i
i 1 i i :'
J ' ' •
„, -
1
 | r | -i-— •
! i i
i i i1 i I :
i ! 1! !
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1 1 CONFIGURATION | ||BY!
1 USSFtft, LOAD A,ND GROSS WEIGHT
2 ' MISSION
3 . 20 PERSONNEL . i
k . CREW (NO. ) ..'. . . . ; . _ . . .
5 . PASSENGERS (NO. ) . ;
6 PERSONAL GEAR/ACCESSORIES .
7 LIFE SUPPORT
8 : : i " " ' i
9 21 CARGO ... 1 i. ......
10 { {
11 . 22 ORDNANCE ! !
12 i :
13 23 RESIDUAL & UNUSABLE FLUIDS
lU . . ASCENT . ;
15 . CRUISE . .: !
16 . MANEUVER -
17 ATTITUDE CONTROL .
18 . E C S . . ...
19 EPS
20 - HYDRAULIC !
21 • |
22 2k OPEN . _ ! _-
?•}
2k SUBTOTAL - INERT WEIGHT
25 .
?6 25 RF;SEBVE FLUIDS
27 ASCENT - ...
28 . CRUISE - . . ~ - . .
29 MANEUVER
30 ATTITUDE CONTROL
3 1 . E C S
32 . EPS !
33 HYDRAULIC
su . ..; _ _..
35 26 IN FLIGHT LOSSES
36 ASCENT .
37 CRUISE
38 . MANEUVER .
39 . ATTITUDE CONTROL . -
kO . E C S . .
 : . . . . . . . . . .
41 . E P S : „
U2 . : HYDRAULIC '. . . . . . . . .
U3
kk 21 ASCENT PROPELLANT
*5 . " .. .
U6 28 CRUISE PROPELLANT
W
kB 29 MANEUV/ATT PROPELLANT . . ;
U9 , ' . . .MAHZUVER . . . .
50 . ATTITUDE CONTROL
*i
52 GROSS WSJCGIP ^ LAUNCH-ORE ITSR
53 .
5U . EXTERNAL TANK @ LAUNCH
55 SRM @ LAUNCH . . . .
56 . ABORT ROCKETS @ LAUNCH
S7
























. . . -
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19 _ TOTAL ASCEN







|| BY DATE PAGE 01
! : '•
TER OF GRAVITY ULTIMATE LOAD FACTOR
Y 7, N5f WY NZ
MAX. DYNAMIC PRES: PSF
MAX. Q, PSF DEGREE
BOOSTER ORBITER
i
T PRAfJTTON - EXTERNAL TANK BOOSTER
T AV REQ. fj>3 . .
NEUVER AV fps
22 . LAUNCH INCLINATION, DEC.
23 GEOMETRY DATA . ..
2k . .. AERODYNAMIC REF. WING AREA
25 WETTED AREA, SQ. FT. (EXCLUDJ
26 . MOLDLINE VOLUME, CU. FT. (EX




31 ^ TORQUE BOX
32 . LEADING EDO
33 . TRAILING ED
3k CONTROL SUR
35 GLOVE, FAIR







U3 . . ..DIHEDRAL





















k6 .. DESIGN LOAD POUNDS .,.










FLIGHT PERF RESERVE -fps
ORBITAL ALTITUDE, n ml
, rAITWO? SITE ATT.. PT.





U3TERM . OUTER STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PANEL . PANEL . MATERIAL/ALLOY TEMP °F
ROOT . BODY . PLANFORM
• M.A.C. THEOR JUNCT BREAK TIP
LEADTNfi EDfJK M.A.C. (STA>. , „
SPAN ® nTHETlRAT. RASE
' • REP
REF
AREA HL CHORD HL THICK HL SPAN LOAD LB
A-7
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iL THICK HL SPAN LOAD LET
I
: • ,
_+_JWD _.CENTER ._ . AFT_. . ... BASE. _. .:... TOTAL .. .
i - j ,







~ POD S/ F














HETRHT - MAV _ PT
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D E S I G N D A T A S U M M A R Y
J CONFIGURATION BY| DATE) PAGE 03







































































FORWARD INTERSTAGE ATTACH . . . .
AFT INTERSTAGE ATTACH
COMPOSITE THRUST VECTOR GIMBAL
NOSE GEAR ATTACH
MAIN GEAR ATTACH
....CARGO DOOR. SILL. -.F(
: i - A]
N.G.
CREW
BAY. - FWD . .._
.-•AFT.





• • • •- r ••• • • "
Ofl) . ..."
X Y z





BAY DOOR: AREA __. ,., SQ- 1rT
HL CHORD
; NO. HIM
HL THICK HL SPAN (LOAD, LB
",KR WATRRTAT.
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;... _ NO/ LENGTH STF




NO VEH SIZE RAD1
MAIN
NOSE
TOADS - CRITERIA REF ,
STALL SPEED, LOG.
 r KNOTS
NOSE REAR STEERTNR TNCT.T
DOCKING _ __ ; ; ;
i
i ' ! i
SEPARATION SYSTEM
MAXIMUM SEPARATION FORf!E - FWD
DECELERATION CHUTE ' ' !
NO. /VEHICLE
PROPULSION - MAIN. ASCENT. '.
_._.; THRUST.
; . . NO/VEH SL. V
ENRTNE, EA
RTMRAT. ANRTJE
BffRN TTMR ® STARE SE<7
@ TN.TECT SEC






PROPULSION -..CRUISE BACK . . .
__ _.i ..THRUST SF
1
 NO/VEH SL STATIC NOM









PRIMARY^ ~~' BRAKE "
MATERIAT/AT.TriY MATERTA,[,
'1C GROUND CONTACT PT
US X Y Z
_,. LANDING SINK SPEED Cps
_ ANGLE OF ATTACK-. TT>R










IMPULSE ..EXP . CH/'ffi ....
VAC ... RATIO PRESS
rJIr^"AL RATE / SEC













D,M .RANGE REQD .. . L/D RATIO
CL FOR THRUST DESIGN COND
. . ... _. _. NO/ VOL
TANKAGE VEH: TYPE -.SHAPE CU
FUEL SY
AIR INTAKE DUCT T.ETIRTH FT _ ...







- - - - — - - -
NACELLE WETTED AREA (EAV
A-10
DOUGLAS ASTKOIVAU-TICS COMF*AIMY - EAST
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BY || DATE PAGE 05
8 PROPULSION - AUXILIARY1
.

































































































..33 .. -10. . ELECTRICAL POWER CONVERSION/DISTRIBUTION
 r ; ._
— 1. . . I t i











.j TOTAL. ENERGY. WATT-HRS.







































PUMP 1 . . . .
>"P '. SUBSYSTEMS SERVICED
, 1
.i • I ' !
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- 8 !9 ;
..10 •
.11 . . . .
12 .13
13 !








































DESIGN . ACTUATOR .
HDIGE NO./ ACTUATOR LOCATION (C.G. )_ .
MOM FT/T.T VEMTCTJ-' / Y 7,









• • 1 !
i '


































FANK VOL TANK TANK BURST NO. OF
TJ FT MATL PRESS FACTOR TANKS
S _ :
LB MAN -DAY : . .
KAKAr.v LB DAY: ;
RESSURIZED VOL'J
. TRAI'.'SPORT. SYST.
ry. - rn FT i?nn RvpRpc;rjTnT7ATTrN
JM.CAPACITY . . 5TU IIR PE.4JC
T"TtT T IJD ^ \T TT
ATOP A R K A ' SO. FT: • - MATVTPTAT.





T.Tl/VAN DAY * VAN DAYS
1
i j • :
I j ! '
2L PROVISIONS ; : ;
t i iI '
i I




















 i ! '
_i : ! :
i ! '
i " 1 !
• '
i ; 1
i "" i i
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CONTRACTORS EST OF ALLOWANCE NEEDED TO GUARANTEE
, CURRENT PAYLOAD AND GROSS WEIGHT
* FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AS DEFINED BY











CARGO VOLUI^E CU FT
22 ORDNANCE
23 RESIDUAL FLUIDS - DEFINE WEIGHT
2U OPEN .
25 RESERVE FLUIDS :
26 IN-FLIGHT LOSSES










i ANGLE OF ATTACK
. FLIGHT PERF RESERVE
ESTIMATING RATIONAL
ASCENT CRUISE MANEUVER ATTITUDE
A-13
IVICOOfUfHEt-L. DOUGLAS ASTKGfVAUTiCS CGMf*AXJY = EAST
DEVELOPMENT OF A WEIGHT/SIZING DESIGN SYNTHESIS
COMPUTER PROGRAM - FINAL REPORT
E X T E R N A L T A N K
















2 TAIL GROUP .
3 BODY' GROUP . !
BASIC STRUCTURE :
SIDEWALL . _ I,
; BULKHEAD - FWD










FWD . INTER . AFT
TANK STAGE . TANK











20 .21 : i . ...
22 SURFACE TPS
23 ABLATOR
2k . . INSULATOR
25 INSTALLATION
26 . BASE PROTECT ' ,
27 • : . . . ! : .. . - _ . _ ..
28 5 LANDING, DOCKING . .. - - . : . . -- . . ... NOT APP
29 . . . - - .!-. _ -:-- i..— . • . - - - ---..
30 6 PROPULSION - MAIN ASCENT . . . _ . . . . . . ! - . .. _
31 ENGINE SYSTEM . . -- _ -.- : -.
32 . RECIRCULATION SY
 ; _ _;
33 UTILIZATION SY :
3U PNEUMATICS i '• ___^_
35 . PROPELLANT FEED SY ' ".".. .', _!..".'... FUEL "". OXIDIZER
36 , FILL & DRAIN ,
37 PRESSURIZATION . , . . ._^ _»
38 . VENT SY . .
39 VORTEX, FLOW CONTROL
UO : SUPPORTS, INSTALLATION
U2 7 PROPULSION - CRUISE . . . . _.. .NOT APP
U3 • : - : ! : .... - -- ----
hk . 8 PROPULSION - AUXILIARY . ... ,
. , . . . . . . . . ...
us . ! : . j ; ' ;" : .""" _. .
U9 9 PRIME POWER ' ! ! _ _^ .NOT APP
50 . : . i .. I . .. I ! _ : .. __
51 . 10 ELECTRICAL ! ; . . : . . _ . : ,
52 CONTROL UNITS . . . : . . . I . : -__
53 • CIRCUITRY. ; . ....i . ....; ... . .._. i
54 . i ... .. . i ...j : ,..._._...,...
55 ' 111 HYDRAULIC - i -- - f 4 1 j ;NOT.APP
56 I -.1 - ..-4 -f i i -----
57 ! 12 SURFACE CONTROLS ; ... ; i __ .! —
 r NOT APP
I i i I r I . I I :
A-14
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DEVELOPMENT OF A WEIGHT/SIZING DESIGN SYNTHESIS




E X T E R N A L T A N K
G R O U P W E I G H T S U M M A R Y
CONFIGURATION BY DATE PAGE
UNITS ..COOLING . ANTENNA . DISTAL
1
2 ,13 AVIONICS
3 ; i . . ..
k : ; - -.- 4 i — 4-5 . : -. -I-6 . ik ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: ... i \ . . ; . •NOT.APP
7 . i : . J - - . . ._ j_ !... I
8 .15 PERSONNEL PROV j . . . j !. — NOT APP
9 . ; . . j . . {_ { } J
10 .16 RANGE SAFETY, ABORT J i _J 1 NOT APP
11 . : . . . . ! j i . ! !
12 .17 BALLAST , ! . . . . . . .! | i NOT APP
13 : : . - ... — ! .— i- 1. .. . ! !
Ik 18 GROWTH/UNCERTAINTY : ... !_...... . .; _ ; .!. --
15 • • : |- - i— .-: -.- • : - :.-.. .
16 .19 OPEN. j- i. ; i ... ._.. :
17 . !. .! - !.. .. :
18 SUBTOTAL - DRY WEIGHTS . . . . . ;. : _. '. ( >
19 . ... .; _ , , ,
20 .20 PERSONNEL ... j j | ! NOT APP
22 .21 CARGO . . . : . . . ! 1 ! ! NOT APP
23 . : I : : - -
2k 22 ORDNANCE . ..•'. ....__ ..!..... J .__...: _ . .. .NOT APP
25 . '. ... : ; ... ! ;...._
26 23 RESIDUAL FLUIDS . . . ,...........!..' _,: ______
27 ASCENT PROPELLANT . . ..: . . . - i --.. : . . _
28 PRESSURANT : '. - .: .—
29 . . . . : ! :
3 0 . 2 k OPEN. . I . . . . : . . . . . : . . . . .
31 - j- —: - ---
32 SUBTOTAL - INERT WEIGHT - - '. - ( ^
33 . : ;
3k 25 RESERVE FLUIDS i '35 . . . : :.. :. . . . . .:...." :
36 . . . . ..... . . .! . . ..37 . . .;
38 .26 INFLIGHT LOSSES ' _: _ ______
39 - . .-
 : : •
kO. . : . : . .; . ...: ;_.
kl . . : . : . . . . . _ L __ ...
k2 27 PROPELLANT ASCENT . '.. ....______
kk '. '.
U6 .' '.
1*7 -28 PROPELLANT - CRUISE
U9 29 PROPELLANT - AUX
50 . !51 ; . !
52 • '
53 . EXTERNAL^ TANK GROSS WEIGHT 3 LAUNCH ] _ \ ' ' '_ ( )
55 • i ; ...j ! i _ . : . . ! :._"...L;: .;. ...'!:„:._.:...
56 ! j j . ;... I !.-... ... ! -_ ; -
•57 . - > ! ' !
" ; i • i I - -i ; . . . . . . . . — ....
A-15
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E X T E R N A L T A N K




































































MAX « q, PSF DEGREE
EXTERNAL TANK INERT FRACTION
1 WINGS | | : i > NOT APPLICABLE
: j. i L 1 :









... : . -AFT
__...;_... FORWARD ATTACH POINT








: ULLAGE ..: .
LOAD ALLOWANCE
STRUCTURE/ALLOWANCE
EXTERNAL TANK ML _..'
STRUCTURAL ALLOY
OPERATING PRESSURE :
ULLAGE PRESSURE ' -»»»__
4 INDUCED ENVIRONMENT . .
FWD INTER AFT
-NOSE TANK --.STAGE . TANK -SKIRT
PROTECTED AREA
INSULATION TYPE .
5 LANDING RECOVERY DOCKING
.A V, fps ISP THRUST
. .'„.. RETRO ROCKET ..._
... ._ _ . . ...
6 PROPULSION - MAIN ASCENT . '•
FEED LINE DIA. LH2, IN J
FEED LINE DIA LOX, IN ' 7_".'."Y."~ Z. _"
4
A-16
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E X T E R N A L - T A N K
CONFIGURATION
1
2 . 7 PROPU1
3










































 : - -I47 :





53 . ; .
54
56 • 157 : ... .- •
{JfiY [DATE PAGE|STJ|
^SION - CRUISE • - 1
.SIGN -.AUXILIARY . ...
r" :r~ "" " . ...i - _ ;..i . : :
POWER , ' '• •




JLIC CONV & DISTRIBUTION




































i i j '
! ' i :
L ; ' ! :
*""" i i "
' i ! '• i






! 1 i i i J~
I ! '' ! j - 1- .
•" " " "j " - - - - - j - - ._
 | - •• J : " ;
! i I i i
•: ! i : ; i i
: ! I ' i i :
• i i i I i : :
^ j f i : i , ,
j i i , j ; i
' j ' i i • !
i ! : j • '•
: j i < : L ; ._ „...;
1
 ' ' ' i i •
< I I \ '• i :
"i ' ' L ' ' >
1 1 1 ' ;
A-17
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S O L I D R O C K E T M O T O R B O O S T E R
G R O U P W E I G H T S U M M A R Y












































3 . BODY GROUP
CASE I






_ TUNNEL . j
. . ... .INSTALLATION _1
k INDUCED ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION..
CASE . .... i .
'.. ..JOINTS L !
















6.. PROPULSION ASCENT '•




.7" PROPULSION -"CRUISE 1_Y
.8... PROPULSION. - AUXILIARY;.
_ _ i 9 . PRIME'POWER
^9 --10 . ELECTRICAL COIW 4 DIST:
-50 ..;.. _ . ...... _ 1
5i- ;. : > i-
52 . :. : ;. .. .... I









57 - 12 SURFACE CONTROLS NOT. APP._
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S O L I D R O C K E T M O T O R B O O S T E R
G R O U P W E I G H T S U M M A R Y
CONFIGURATION hr I] DATE fpAGol B2
2 13 AVIONICS
3 :
UNITS COOLING. . ANTENNA . INSTL
.. . .




































 _. . NOT APP..
PERSONNEL PROV NOT APP













j i 1 NOT.APP.





WEIGHT : ' ; (— — )
, 1 '• '
j i ! NOT APP
i i : i
I : NOT APP
! 1
1 1
' 1 NOT APP
j i ,_ :
i a , ' NOT APP
! . |
i ! NOT APP „
i : i













! i :NOT APP
1 i !
! NOT APP






LAUNCH • ; ( ^j i " ' ,
j .
i I >
1 i : !
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S O L I D R O C K E T M O T O R B O O S T E R
D E S I G N D A T A S U M M A R Y














.... . ASCEl^T - LAUNCH
i_^ STAGING. .(MAX NX) __
m,TI!'.ATV LOAD FACTOR
NX NY | KZ WEIGHT
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